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      The poet and his biographer-The view of literature

which Lu Zang-yong cherished and the formation of Chen Zi-ang-

Tomoyuki NAGATA, Ky6to University

  The writer in early Tang dynasty, Chen Zi-ang waijiffp is ordinary regarded

as a pioneer of the ancient style prose's revival. The writers who embodied

middle Tang dynasty, for example Han Yu eEft.,, Liu Zong-yuan igPftJti aiready

had cognition of this kmd. The occasion of this cognition is owing to ChenBo-

yuwenjixu wale]IJ]ktcf{tF and Chenshibiezhuan ua.EESIJts which was written by

the intimate friend of Chen Zi-ang, Lu Zang-yong mafiJII . The former is the

preface of Chen Zi-ang's collected works, the latter is the first biography of

Chen Zi-ang. These two article is included in Chen Zi-ang's collected works

which was edited by Lu Zang-yong. The collected works spread so quickly,

these two anicle must spread at the same time. It is very interesting that no

writer in Tang dynasty mentioned Chen Zi-ang's own theory of literature, on

the contrary, they repeatedly quoted the preface of his collected works writ-

ten by Lu Zang-yong. Therefore I think that, for studying what place Chen Zi-

ang occupies in the literary history of Tang dynasty, we must investigate the

literary theory of Lu Zang-yong in the first.
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  ChenBo-yuwenjixu divided the Chinese literary history into three era, i)be-

fore Dong jin, il)from Song Qi to early Tang dynasty, and hi)Chen Zi-ang's

age. It appreciated i), blamed li), and considered hi) as the period of literary

revival. This view was influenced by sanbianshuo =' twM in Songshu Xie Ling-

yun zhuanlun ;JFi}emutpttsfi'fa. Chenshibiezhuan described Chen Zi-ang as an

unlucky man, his ffe as a tragic succession. The same argument applies to

both article is an idealization of Chen Zi-ang which was based on Confucianism.

The forrner said Chen Zi-ang was an inheritor of Dao Lt, the latter appointed

that his writing wasn't for the sake of its own, was a mean of stating his poli-

tical view. These advocation were concerned with Confuciasm orthodoxy and

zaidaoshuo &LtM. I think that why Chen Zi-ang gained the highly recognition

of writers in Tang dynasty was due to such a literary view of Lu Zang-yong

and his formation of Chen Zi-ang which was based on the traditional opinion.

Yuan Jue's JiiRiS description of scenery and lyricism

Satoshi YosHIKAwA, Ky6to University

  Yuan Jue is a literary man of High-Tang to Mid-Tang, and is known as a

pioneer of new yue-fu movement and ancient-style prose movement. A main

subject focuses on the scenery poetry of Yuan Jue which has mostly been neg-

lected. Futhermore, the feature of his scenery poetry, the relation between

his works and Mid-Tang literature has also been described in the main subject.

  Firstly, it is mentioned that his description of scenery intentionally avoids

the typical motif widely used in High-Tang, for example, the setting sun, fasci-

nating colors and the words "a streak of smoke attw", "the only ship IMscM",

etc. There is no elaborate phrase which draws a reader's eyes into his poetry,

but therefore, he can express the quiet calm space.

  Secondly, the special feature of his lyricism is expressing a joy of living with

nature, and also in case of strange parts of nature, it is a feeling of intimate

rather than fear or awe. It is contrastive with the conventional scenery poetry

accompanied by sadness. He did not express his own sadness, only when

composing scenery poetry, but also when composing another kmds of poetry.

Nthough the feature of the literature of Yuan Jue is ofa dfferent nature than

those in High-Tang, it is the primary indication of the literature aimd by Bai

Ju-yi eEa in Mid-Tang.
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A Study on the Formation of the Shui-hu chuan

      The Approach from the Contents

Ken KoMATsu, Ky6to Prefectual University

  It thought that the Shui-hu chuan 7NMpa.; does the formation to the early

stages of Ming HE from the Yuan Jii last years, but when seeing from the char-

acteristic having to do with a thought, a lot of elements which can not emerge

before the middle of Ming are contained in the jung-yu t'ang pen 'eT"" glt.lg'!`' Jzts

Shui-hu chuan. How as for being, will the Jong-yu tang pen have been formed?

Here we consider it from the contents of the story. As the literature which

precedes Jong-yu tang pen, first, an Yuan tsa-chu Je#ptIJ is given, but the

Yuan tsa-chu and the Jong-yu tang pen have few parts which the contents

agree with. It will be derived from the fact that the Yuan tsa-chu and the story

of the Shui-hu chuan in folklore presuppose that the group which doesn't

change exists whereas in Jong-yu tang pen Shui-hu chuan, it is mainly told that

the group is formed and that it collapses.

  To mainly tell forrnation contrastively with this comes out in the Ta-Sung

Hsuan-ho i-shih JIÅqJRrt TNin'$. The contents agree with the first half of the

Shui-hu chuan for the most part but the story which rebels with 12 heroes fad-

ing in the carriage of the flower and stone who were placed in the begirming in

the Ta-Sung Hsuan-ho i-shih doesn't exist at the Jong-yu tang pen. And these

12 except Yang Chih esriLlx appear in the role which is completely dfferent at

the Jong-yu tang pen. In other words, the stories about these 11 heroes seem

to have been made behnd the Ta-Sung Hsuan-ho i-shih. Moreover, the
heroes whose career isn't written in the Ta-Sung Hsuan-ho i-shih. may be

added their story at the step of the Jong-yu tang pen.

  In this first half of the Jong-yu tang pen, the possible-ness which was made,

adding the story which is based on the other entertainments and so on based

on the Ta-Sung Hsuan-ho i-shih is high. On the other hand, in the second half,

the battle by the group becomes of ptmary concern and one story tends to

become long. The possible-ness which was created all together seems to be

high about this part from no existing point for the preceding literature on this

part.

  However, there are many subjective elements in the reasoning of the

above. By the paper which is carried on the next issue, it plans to verify a

hypothesis about this paper like the more objectivity from the side, the use
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distribution of the vocabulary and technique term.
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